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Clarifications on Vacancv Notification Advt. No. 02/2022

The Vacancy Notification for filling up 349 Non-RMP positions had

been

uploaded on 03.10.2022 on ASRB's website vide Advt. No. 0212022. To facilitate all
prospective applicants regarding any clarifications concerning the notification, the Board
had created a dedicated email query@asrb.orq.in

ln response, the Board has received some queries seeking interpretation and
confirmations regarding this Notification. The Board has compiled all such
representations. The major issues that emerged out of all these representations and
their clarifications are offered as below for information of all the prospective applicants
and representationists:S.No.
1

2.

lss ue
clarification
regarding tenure of the
positions of Sr. Scientistcum-Head, KVK.

Seeking

Clarifications
The positions of Sr. Scientist-cum-Head KVK of
ICAR Research lnstitutes shall be filled up on
permanent basis. All the applicants once selected,
shall be governed by the terms and conditions as

given in the advertisement of the posts requisitioned
to ASRB by ICAR.
Seeking clarification The Score Card for the post of Senior Scientist shall
regarding score card for be applicable for the post of Sr. Scientist-cumthe positions of Heads KVK. The candidate has to attach
Sr.Scientist-cum-Head
documentary evidence for every claim duly certified
KVK and attachment of by the Competent Authority. The Competent
Authority for certifying the claims shall remain the
documentary evidence.

same as defined in the O.M. No.9(1)/2010Per.lV(Pt.2) dated 09.11.2021 and 11.11.2021

3

(p.205-206 of the Vacancy Notification).
Requests
review, ASRB is only the recruiting agency for ICAR. The
reconsideration and prescription and finalization of the essential and
seeking clarifications desirable qualification do not fall in the domain of
concerning essential the Board. The qualifications have been advertised
as exactly as had been provided by the ICAR to the
advertised for various ASRB.
positions.

for

qualifications

Contd.

--2 -4

Seeking

clarifications The essential and desirable qualifications as well as
confirmations the eligibility criteria have been clearly specified in
regarding eligibility citing the Notification. lt is incumbent on the part of all
personal
individual prospective applicants to assess their eligibility and
suitability as per specified requirement. As a
cases.
Recruiting Body, the Board shall not entertain any
such correspondence on individual queries from
prospective applicants.

and

/

Secretary, ASRB

